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The LED EZ40 is an all-in-one replacement for wall pack 
fixtures on building exteriors. Typical wall pack fixtures 
have an E40 mogul base which traditionally holds a High 
Intensity Discharge (hid) bulb.

HID is an outdated lighting technology that is notorious 
for low reliability, poor color quality and rapid lumen 
depreciation. And typical led E40 replacement bulbs fare 
no better: Designed without considering the enclosing 
wall pack fixture, the leds and driver fail prematurely due 
to the trapped heat. 

That is why the EZ40 wall pack is retrofitted with an led 
light source with a wide, heat-dissipating plate instead of 
an E40 screw base: With this expanded point of contact, 
the LED EZ40 promises and actually delivers over 50,000 
maintenance-free hours of bright, high quality light.

 BENEFITS
 + Minimum 85 cri improves surveillance through 

better recognition
 + Strong, focused floodlight increases safety & 

nighttime visibility
 + Designed, assembled, and quality control tested in 

the USA 
 + 5 year warranty

 FEATURES
 + Features new Lumileds luxeon led
 + Sturdy die-cast aluminum housing and door 

frame (rated ip65)
 + Heatproof silicon gaskets seal against moisture 

and contaminants
 + Anodized aluminum interior creates mirror-like 

reflection of rear-facing leds
 + Borosilicate prismatic glass refracts light into 

uniform, glare-free distribution

L E D  E Z 4 0  W A L L  P A C K
Pictured with additional cut-off hood.

light output: 5,000 lumens (in fixture)
wattage: 44 watts maximum
efficacy: 113 lumens per watt
led chip: Lumileds luxeon 1208 cob
thermal resistance: 0.22 °C/W
color temperature: Cool White

Other color temperatures available by special order
voltage: 100-277vac

UTILIZES AN MCPCB (METAL CORE PCB), DESIGNED TO HELP DISSIPATE HEAT AT AN 

INCREADIBLY LOW THERMAL RESISTANCE OF 0.22°C PER WATT, ENSURING OVER 50,000 

HOURS OF MAINTENANCE-FREE OPERATION.

LED EZ40 Wall Pack
Light output: 4,589lm (3,364lm with cut-off hood)
Wattage: 44 Watts maximum
Efficacy: 106lm / watt (77.8lm / Watt with cut-off hood)
LED chip: Lumileds LUXEON 1208 COB 
Thermal resistance: 0.22°C/W
Color temperature: 5’000K (cool white)
Certification: ETL Listed
Voltage: 100 - 277VAC

The LED EZ40 is an all-in-one replacement for wall pack 
fixtures on building exteriors. Typical wall pack fixtures 
have an E40 mogul base which traditionally holds a High 
Intensity Discharge (HID) bulb.

HID is an outdated lighting technology that is notorious for 
low reliability, poor color quality and rapid lumen 
depreciation. And typical led E40 replacement bulbs fare no 
better: Designed without considering the enclosing wall 
pack fixture, the LEDs and driver fail prematurely due to the 
trapped heat.

That is why the EZ40 wall pack is retrofitted with an led 
light source with a wide, heat-dissipating plate instead of an 
E40 screw base: With this expanded point of contact, the 
LED EZ40 promises and actually delivers over 50,000 
maintenance-free hours of bright, high quality light.

BENEFITS
• Minimum 70 CRI improves surveillance through better 

recognition
• Strong, focused floodlight increases safety & nighttime 

visibility
• Designed, assembled, and quality control tested in the USA
• 5 year warranty

FEATURES
• Features new Lumileds LUXEON LED 
• Sturdy die-cast aluminum housing and door frame (rated 

IP65) 
• Heatproof silicon gaskets seal 

against moisture and 
contaminants 

• Anodized aluminum interior 
creates mirror-like reflection of  
rear-facing LEDs 

• Borosilicate prismatic glass 
refracts light into uniform, 
glare-free distribution

Part Numbers (SKUs)
LW30-EZ40-W5000K-hood (w/ 
hood)
LW30-EZ40-W5000K (w/o hood)

IP65

 With cut-off hood 


